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ABSTRACT

This dissertation reports the interaction of intense radiation

with iodine vapor, neodymium-doped glass, and benzene. A new stimu-

lated effect was observed in benzene. Broad-band stimulated emission

in the region of 9100A to 10,900A was observed when the benzene was

pumped with light at 6943A from a ruby Q-switched laser. The emis-

sion consisted of a pulse of less than 10 nsec duration. Peak power

of the pulse was approximately 500 KW when the ruby laser output was

40 MW. Threshold was estimated at 25 ± 10 MW/cm 2
.

Stimulated emission at 1.06 microns was observed from neodymium-

doped glass when it was pumped with Raman-shifted light at 7458A,

8053A, and 8751A. The Raman-shifted light was obtained by passing

light from a Q-switched ruby laser through benzene. The emission

consisted of a pulse of less than 10 nsec duration.

Absorption of laser radiation at 6943A and 5310A was measured

in iodine vapor but no stimulated effects were apparent.
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I . INTRODUCTION

Shortly after the first laser was operated successfully by

1 2
Maiman , Hellwarth proposed controlling the cavity of the laser

by Q-switching to produce a very intense pulse of light. The

intensity of the light produced by Q-switching can be so great

as to produce a large number of non-linear optical effects in

matter.

The first of these effects as identified by Eckhardt and

3
Hellwatch, et al, was stimulated Raman emission in nitrobenzene,

benzene, and several other organic liquids. Stimulated Brillouin

scattering was first reported in quartz and sapphire by Chiao,

4
Townes, and Stoicheff. Stimulated Rayleigh scattering and

Brillouin scattering in nitrobenzene were reported by Cho, Foltz,

Rank, and Wiggins. Self-focusing of intense light beams, as pro-

posed by Askargan, was found by Chiao, Townes, and Garmire to be

inextricably involved in the other non-linear processes. These

effects have since been found in numerous other materials and the

search continues

.

o

In 1966, Sorokin and Lankard obtained stimulated fluorescence

in dyes by passing intense light from a Q-switched ruby laser through

9
them. In 1969, Briquet, Jego, and Terneaud observed the generation

of ultra short pulses at 1.06 microns in neodymium-doped glass when

it was pumped with light which had been frequency doubled from a





Q-switched neodymium laser.

This dissertation reports experimental observations on the inter-

action of intense radiation with iodine, benzene, and neodymium-doped

glass. New stimulated effects were observed in the case of benzene

and neodymium-doped glass. Absorption of the laser radiation was mea-

sured in iodine vapor, but no stimulated effects were apparent under

the experimental conditions of this investigation.





II. RADIATION INTERACTIONS

A. Emission

A comprehensive study of radiation interactions with matter

is obviously a topic too broad to discuss in detail here, and the

variety of ways in which it can be treated are too numerous to

treat in this paper. We will, therefore, give a brief treatment

of the interaction of radiation with matter similar to that used

by Dirac, as modified by Marcuse.

When considering more than a single isolated system, it is

often convenient to write the Hamiltonian as

H = H + H. (1)
o int

where H is the sum of the Hamiltonians of the individual systems,
o

and H is the interaction Hamiltonian. The Schroedinger equation

is then

ifi j- |Y> = (H + H. ) |Y) (2)
dt ' o int '

We can transform this by a unitary transformation to the interaction

representation where the state vector is now

H
. o

|vT(t) >= e
1"^^ > (3)





and the interaction Hamiltonian is

H
o

1 T fc

H. = e H. emt int

H

(4)

In this representation, the Schroedinger equation is

iaS_ |r(t)V H^
nt

|r<t)> (5)

This can be integrated to give

|<T(t) > = |V(0) > + I- f* Hr . (T) |Hf'(T) ) dT
ift o int

(6)

It is not the intent of this paper to discuss the solutions of this

equation. Suffice it to say that in practice the equation is solved

approximately by an iteration technique. This involves replacing

|^(x))with
|

vFl(p))and solving for |4'^(t))for a first order approxi-

mation

V(0)> (7)
|r< t)>

i

= l+ h f H
int ^ <*

For the second order approximation, we replace
|
¥"(t) >with l^'(t))

and solve for |T'(t))

|^(t)> = 1 + 7T /
fc

Hr . (t) dx
in o mt

1 t T+ / / i h:
(

(t ) h; (t ) dx dx
(i*)

2 ° ° lnt i int V i 2
<T(0)>

This process can be repeated to as high an order as desired. It

is then convenient to introduce the scattering operator

S = 1 + H &
H
int w dT

~C o'X'nt <V H
i'nt <V * i\ + -

, (9)

(1ft)





and to write

<(t)> = s |T(o)> (10)

For a problem of absorption, emission, or scattering, we are

generally interested in the probability that a system which was

initially known to be in state |V(0)) at t = (normally an eigen-

state of H ) will be found in an eigenstate |

E

f
) at time t« |

E

f )

is an eigenvector of H corresponding to the energy eigenvalue, E
f

.

This probability is

P
f

=
|

<E
f
|r(t) )

|

2 (ID

which, from (10), can be written

P
f

- |<E
f

|

S |y"(0)>|
2

(12)

According to our previous choice, I^^O) ) =
|
E. ) was an eigen-

state of H also. Hence,
o

P
f

- l<E
f |

s |E.)| (13)

If we now take this to a first order approximation, we have

H H
o _ . o

S = 1 + — /
fc

HT
A

(t) dx = 1 + 77 f e
1"^ H. . e"

1"^ dx
±fi o int xh o int (14)

and

p
f

- frflV + IJfW'*
H

_._c

H. e
X
h

int
E.) dx (15)





We know, however, that two different eigenvectors are ortho-

gonal, that is, in our case, (E
f
|E ) = 0. We also know that when

H IE ) = E |E )
o ' n n n

(16)

then

f(H
o
)|E

n
>=f(E

n
)|E

n
> (17)

Hence

i(E - E )
-

? f
= |jr <E.| H. ,

|E.) /'e
f X * dx 2

f 'In f int ' x o '
(18)

and by integration

P
f

= 7T <EJ H. „ |E.) *-£-
ifi f

1 int ' l

i(E r " E,)t^-3
i(E

f
- E.)

By means of trigonometric identities, this can be put in to the

familiar form

P. = A
|
< E _ | H. |E.)|

2

f ' f int ' x '

sin(E
f
-E.) -

(E
f

- E.)

(19)

(20)

(21)

At this point, it is convenient to introduce the Dirac delta

function in the normalized form

1 sin(E - E )—
a<E

f
-E

±
> -itan

E _ e

1

_t -> °° f i

We will be concerned not only with the actual limiting case, t •* °°
,

but for all cases of sufficiently large t. For these cases, the use

of the delta function is a good enough approximation for our purposes.





The probability is then

sin(E - E ) yr
P
f
- 4ir

|
<E

f
|
H^

| El >|»
(Ei

f
_ F^

«(E
f

- E
±
) (22)

which by use of the properties of the delta function becomes

p
f

= ^l<E
fl

Hmt l

E
i>l

2

«<"fV (23)

This is the transition probability from | E. ) to | E ), but if

we are concerned with the total probability of a transition we must

sum over all possible transitions.

P = EP (24)

This total probability is normally arrived at by assuming the

density of final states is great enough to introduce the number of

states p. dE in the interval dE , and by replacing the sum with

an integral. Hence

P - / P
f
P
f
dE

f
(25)

and

*-jf Triog H
lnt ivi

2 6(E
£

-WE
f

(26)

which gives

P=1fl< E
fl

H
int l

Ei>IS (27)

If we are interested in the transition probability per unit time,

this becomes





»-£=^l <E
fl

Hintl E
i>|

2

'f (28)

In the case of an electromagnetic wave interacting with a

bound electron, the interaction Hamiltonian is given by

e .-* -K e
2

->o
H: - - - (p • A) + 7J- A2

(29)int m 2m y ^ y '

where p is the momentum of the electron and A is the vector poten-

e 2 +,
tial of the field. The term =— Az is negligible in all cases

which we will consider, except Rayleigh scattering.

It is convenient to take the plane wave representation of A

expressed in terms of creation and annihilation operators , namely

-*-* -> -*•

2 -ik »r ik »r

A= E Z/Z^Zt (a
+

e
m

+ a e
m

) (30)
, m/ 2ea) V ms ms ms

s=l m

and to express the initial and final states of the system as pro-

ducts of the electron state and photon state:

E.) = |Y.>| n , n , ... n ... ) (3D
i 112 va

|E
f
> = |V >| n , n , ... n +i, ... >

(32)
r r i 2 vo

where the n are photon occupation numbers of all the radiation modes

.

We can now obtain the transition probability per unit time for emis-

sion by direct substitution into equation (28). The result is

w = -JSL (n + 1)p
|

(w| 1 . Je
' V

r

h.)|
2 (33)

2 „ va K
f ' f ' va y

' i '

m eoa V
v





This can be written in an integral form as

-»- -+

w =
TTe

( n + l)p r /Y. (e • W.) e dVl 2 (34)
2 „ va f ' f va i '

ID Ed) V
V

The density of states is obtained by considering emission into a

solid angle dQ, around k . The final electron level is considered
v

well defined, so the density will be determined by the density of

photon states available. This is given by

pf -— (f->* i dfl (35)
(2tt) O

If we now restrict ourselves to spontaneous emission (n = 0)

ik* r
and to dipole radiation e » 1, we obtain

e 1(0
v

w A" I / V-* e • V^dv| 2
dfi

(36 >

e ' f va i 'spe / 2^ 2 3 er
4tt £ m c o

o

For the dipole case only, this is equivalent to the more fami-

liar form

I¥0)
3 / £

** --* ft
| y

V°
|

2
dfi (37)spe

4tt
2
e *c 3 fi
o

where the dipole matrix element

y
f i

= e X ¥
f* ( *va ' *)V

i
dV (38>

was obtained by starting with an approximate interaction Hamiltonian

of the form

H. = - el • r ^ 39 )

mt
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where

t.-fi. (40)

If we integrate over all possible orientations of the emitted

radiation, and take into account the possibility of degenerate

states, we end up with the total probability for spontaneous emis-

sion at frequency u) :

^ 3

,g

spe
4tt

2
£ fe

3
'

fl '

The dipole matrix element, y f ., is still a function of the

orientation of the atoms. In a gas, the orientation is random; so

an average is usually performed over all possible orientations. This

requires the use of an average dipole matrix |y f .| which is indepen-

dent of the solid angle. If we introduce the average radiation life

time T and integrate over the solid angle, we then obtain
PG

3 /%.

T
= <wsPe

)=
tte ^ l

y
fl l («)

spe o

B. Absorption

It is obvious that absorption cannot be a spontaneous process

There must always be an occupied mode in the initial state before

absorption is allowed. The derivation of the expression for





11

he transition probability for absorption closely parallels that for

spontaneous emission, except that the density of initial states en-

ters into the equation instead of the density of final states. They

are of the same form, except that for absorption there is a factor

of n in place of n + 2 in equation (33). Clearly, n +1=0 pro-
va va va

duces no absorption, since this means that there are no atoms in the

initial state. When the equations are developed along similar lines

as before, we get

3

w
K

=
%g

> (^) h n |u^°|
2

dfi (A3)
abs

47T
2
e *c

3 V V° fl '

o

where n is the average number of photons in each mode.

C. Multiple Photon Processes

In addition to single photon absorption and emission, it is pos-

sible to have multiple photon processes. It is necessary to use the

second order approximation in calculating the scattering matrix to

account for two-photon processes. Consequently, the mathematics be-

comes rather involved. A considerable simplification is achieved by

considering only two radiation modes. In this case, the vector poten-

tial of the radiation field becomes

o

e
2

-ik »r ik »r

-^ (a
+

e
l + a e * )

(0) )
2

—
, -ik *r ik *r

-, (a e
! + a e 2

)

(44)

The initial and final states for two-photon absorption are
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E.) = |V > |n >|n )
1 112 (45)

|E_> - |40 |n -1> In -1>
I r ' i

'2

and, as usual, the interaction Hamiltonian is

(46)

H - - - p • A (47)
m

The probability of two-photon absorption is now given by

P = |<E
|

S |E
1
>|

2
(48)

but the first order does not contribute; so, using the second or-

der, we have

P
f

" <eJ —— /
fc

dT / i h; f (t ) h; f (t ) <it |e.)

(i*) 2 o i o int i int 2 2 '
i

(49)

Using steps similar to those we used to find the first order proba-

bility, and inserting the operator

1 = E IE > <E

J

V V
(50)

where the |E /vectors form a complete set of eigenvectors for H ,

we have

P
f

- —-— E { <eJ h. |e
v
)<e I H. |e.)

(i*)
2 v

f int v v int x

T T

T i(E. - E )-L i(E - E.)
/' dx /V ~

V '*

o i o

This can be integrated to give

e dT }

2

(51)

P
f

*
<E r H. E ) (E H. E. )

„. v r
N

f int \r N v int i'
- 21 Z {

E. - E
,i v

i(E
f

- vf* sin(E
i

- Et4 ,e = = )
E -B

(52)
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Here we have neglected the quantity

T

i(E - E ) TL
r t f V ' h
J e dT

1U)T

dT (53)

because it is a rapidly oscillating function of t, and hence, gives a

negligible contribution to the total integral. The transition proba-

bility per unit time is, accordingly,

•-&-k'Vp"f-*s 5
{

<e_|h. |e ) <e |h. |e. >
' f ' int 1 V '

s
v 1 int 1 i

E. - E
1 v

Wp (54)

where N is the number of atoms and p is their energy density.

If we now insert the terms for H. and A, we obtain the follow-mt
ing result

w = T\h
n n-^ (V Wp

9 2 U 2 0) 0) m
2£

q
V ! 2

v
{
-

<Y, e «p ¥ > <V
2 ^ ' V

e -p |<F.>

W. - W + fto)

1 v i

<¥_ I e 'Jlf > (V I e «p |H\>
•f ~i

r;;v ,;' v '/^ r '-i
3

w, W + ^to
V 2

(55)

where the ^"s are electron wave functions, and the W's are the corres-

ilc* r
ponding energy eigenvalues. Here it is assumed that e is constant

over the range where ^ gives an appreciable contribution to the inte-

grand.

Two-photon absorption can be interpreted as the absorption of one

photon, which raises the system to a virtual state ¥ , together with

the simultaneous absorption of a second photon, which raises the sys-

tem to the final state, T .

If there is only one radiation mode so that to = to then we get12
w =

* n(n - 1)

2e
2V 2

U3

0* wp
h

{

<Y
f

| e-J 1^) <Yj e-p \V
± )

W. - W + ftu)
1 V

(56)
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It is interesting to note that even though the probability

for two-photon processes is much lower than for single photon

processes, the probability is proportional to n 2
; that is, the

transition probability is proportional to the intensity of the

light squared , whereas single photon processes are linearly depen-

dent on the intensity. This is the reason that higher order proces-

ses come into importance when light from high-powered Q-switched

lasers is passed through matter.

By now, it should be clear that probabilities for three-photon

and higher order absorption can be calculated by using higher orders

of the scattering matrix. Clearly, multiple-photon emission is also

a possible process in this regime of high-power radiation fields.

D. Raman Scattering

The literature on Raman scattering is amazing from the standpoint

of ways in which the theory is treated. These range from a quantum

mechanical second order perturbation theory through a semiclassical

third order perturbation theory to a strictly classical treatment.

Each of the different methods have value, so we will briefly examine

two of them.

From a classical point of view, we can account for Raman scat-

tering in the following way. Consider a molecule as consisting of an

electron cloud surrounding the nuclei. Further, let the incident ra-

diation on the molecule be represented by a monochromatic wave whose
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electric vector at the position of the molecule is given by

E = E sin oo t (57)
o p

The polarization produced by such a field is

|P| = a|E| (58)

where a is called the polarizability of the molecule. This polari-

zation is due to the positive nuclei moving one direction under the

influence of the field E, while the electron cloud is displaced

slightly the other direction. Under the influence of visible or

ultraviolet light, the frequency is so great that the heavy nuclei

cannot respond; hence, the polarization is due almost entirely to

the movement of the electron cloud.

If the nuclei are vibrating, it is obvious that this will affect

the polarizability of the molecule slightly, due to the change of the

relative positions of the nuclei and electron cloud. To a first ap-

proximation, we can account for this change by writing

a = a + a • sin oo t (59)
o U

where a >> a and oj is the frequency of vibration of the molecule.

Using this value of the polarizability we get

P = a E sin to t + a E sin go t sina) t
'60 ^

o o p i o u p
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Using trigonometric identities , this can be rewritten

P = a E sinto t + % a cos (to - oj )t - ^ a cos (a) + go )t (61)oo p
a

x

v
p v i p v

The oscillating polarization classically gives rise to radiation at

the frequencies of the polarization which are: to , corresponding

to Rayleigh scattering; (co - to ) , corresponding to Stokes Raman

scattering; and (to + to ) , corresponding to anti-Stokes Raman scat-

tering.

The drawbacks to this simple-minded treatment are several. It

predicts the Stokes and anti-Stokes lines will be of equal intensity.

It doesn't predict rotational or electronic Raman scattering, and it

doesn't predict more than the first order lines, although from a

classical point of view, one would suspect that all of the "beat" fre-

quencies of oj and oo would be present. The classical point of view
p U

really isn't very satisfactory.

Using much of the same procedure as was used in two-photon ab-

sorption, we can calculate the probability for Raman scattering by

using the second order approximation of the scattering operator. For

the interaction Hamiltonian, we will use

H. - - * <p • X) (62)mt m

and the initial and final states will be

|E.) = |0 |n )|n ) (63)
1 i ' i ' p " r '
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|E
f
> - IV |n

p
- 1> |n

r
+ 1>

(6 4)

where n is the number of photons in the primary mode, and n is the

number in the Raman mode.

The e and p in the interaction Hamiltonian refer to the charge

and momentum operator of charged particles in the molecule doing the

scattering. We will omit the sum over all particles for simplicity,

and remember that it might be an electron or a nucleus. The scattering

could give rise to the change of electronic, rotational, or vibrational

state of the molecule. It most frequently results in a change of vibra-

tional state.

Performing the calculations as before, we obtain

f 1 r v
\
V v 1 p * ' i

i n (n + 1)
ir fi n r ,e>i,

w = wnr "Vs— (m } ^ p
v W. - W + fi ui

1 V p
(65)

p r p r

<¥J e -p |V ,) (V I e -p lY.)
f ' p y

' V v 1 r _ |

i -.

W. - W - tiw
i v r

For this process, hi. is the total number of molecules in the initial
l

state, and p is the energy difference distribution function for the

final and initial states.

This transition probability is actually for the Stokes part of

Raman scattering, i.e., W > W.. We can obtain the anti-Stokes part

by interchanging the indices p and r, and then, since we want to use

the same two eigenstates of the molecule, we interchange the indices

i and f. Now, using the conservation of energy

W£ - W. = h (a) - a) ) (66)
f i p r
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we note that the term inside the absolute value signs for anti-Stokes

scattering is just the complex conjugate of the value for Stokes scat-

tering. When the absolute value is taken they are the same.

The total transition probability per unit time, which amounts to

emission of a photon at w , is the probability for Stokes scattering

with a transition from ¥ to Y , minus the probability for anti-Stokes

scattering with a transition from ¥_ to *¥..

The total transition probability per unit time is

w = 7T* e. 4 P
72" K~) |W,n (n +1) - NLn (n +1)_ipr frpj2e e V m w u

p r p r •—

v (yje -plY ) (V le 'plO <yJ e »p 1^ > (V le -p ] ^ . >
E, f'r^'v v'p^'i f ' p

r
' v N v 1 r r

' i -,

V1
W. - W ,

+ hu W. - W ,
- fcU)

i v p i v r

The total power scattered into dq radiation modes in the frequency

interval door and solid angle dQ. is

(67)

AP = / w*w "t*— da)
o r do) r

r

(68)

The number of radiation modes of one polarization is given by

2

V V W
r

£
r 3

dq = —-— k 2dk dfi = — — (—

)

T dw dfi (69)

(2tt)
3 r r

(2tt)
3

c
3 £

o
r

If we now make use of the fact that the energy difference distribution

function, p, is normalized according to the following condition

/p(W - W.) d(W - W.) s ft/ p(*oj - ftw ) du)
r

= 1 (70)

and also p is narrow enough to consider all other factors constant in

the range where it has appreciable value, we can obtain
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£u)

AP =

(4-rre y V to e
o p p

I-*- -*!

mc
N.n (n + 1) - N n (n + 1)
i p r f r p

(71)

, -> ->i
<V^|e -ply ) <¥ le •plf.) <X|e •pi* ) <Y le •pi*.)

v{ f 1 r FI v v' p
FI i

N
f 1 p

F| v 7 x v' r y| i 7
-.

W. - W + *w W. - W
P i

v
V v r

The incident power per unit area is

n

S
±

= *wp / (^2
c (72)

AP
If we set n = and take =— we can obtain the ratio of the spon-

r S.
l

taneously scattered Raman power in a solid angle, dfi , to the inci-

dent power flux.

1AP

i (47re )
o

e a)

- fc*) (yf)
2

<f-)*
N.

2 £ w mc i
P P

dfi=odfi (73)

The quantity a, as introduced, is the cross section for spon-

taneous Raman scattering. It is a value which can be measured in

the laboratory.

The momentum operator in the equations for W and O can be re-

placed by the dipole moment by following the same procedure as be-

fore. The result is

<VJe -ylf > (Y le •y|Y. )f'r'v v'p'i0)

(4tt£ )
2 e

p
C x 5

{ W. - W. + hafir +

<¥- le •y|Y ) <V le •yk. )f p n V v'r P| i

(74)

W. - W - *ooiv r
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E. Rayleigh Scattering

There is an interesting two-photon process which involves si-

multaneous absorption of a photon in one mode and emission into

another mode, where the two photons are of the same frequency or

at least differ in frequency by no more than the Doppler frequency.

This process is the well known Rayleigh scattering.

To solve for the transition probability, we will use the scat-

tering operator to second order and will use the interaction Ham-

iltonian in the form

H.. = - | (p 1) + §i *2
(75)

int m 2m

The A term is negligible in the second order part of the

-*- -v

scattering operator, and the p • A term is zero in the first order

part. The only terms we are concerned with then in S are

lH x _ o

s " TZ S
t
e~"*~ ~ A2

e dT + (76)
±h o 2m

iH x iH T iH T iH T
o l _ o l o 2 _ o 2

— /
fc

dx /
x

e (p-A) e"
h

e * (p-I) e * dx
afl)

2 O 1 O 2

The probability for transition from |e > to |E.) will be

P
f

= |(E
f

|
S |E.)|

2
(77)
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where, for this case,

|E.> = |V.> In > In )
1 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 2

|E^>= |¥ > |n - 1> |n + 1>

(78)

(79)

Following the same procedures as we have used on the earlier deri-

vation, we obtain

« - f - & / PfPdEf
-

VU)' e x i»

4tt
2
*
2
c

3 m
y fv

<EflPn '
1
nl

E
v

)
<
EylPn ' *J E1>

n l
v

^
(80)

m
+ ^ <E.|A2 |E.»

2 f n 1 i

E. - E
l V

dfi

The sum over n is taken to account for the extension of the theory

from one scattering atom to a gas containing many atoms. Choosing

the density of final states as we have makes our result valid only

for the case where the mode receiving the scattered radiation was

empty before the scattering process. This is the only case we can

calculate using energy eigenstates. Other cases involve phase in-

formation of the radiation which we do not have when using energy

eigenstates.

If we now consider only two radiation modes the vector poten-

tial becomes
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A
n

=
(2F~V^)

o

->•->- -»-+
-ik # r ik «r

e(a e + a e ) +
1 1 2

-ik »r ik t
e(ae + a e )
2 2 2

(81)

Assuming that all of the gas atoms are identical, which means

p is independent of n, we can enter the vector potential into equa-

tion (80) to obtain

CO n c

w = ^ Crr)*
(4tte )

zV vmc
o

OF. le • p|«F > OF le • p|*.>
{ Z (

f *

W. - W - ^co
i V

(82)

<Y

IT _ I.T _1_ £/.< /
W. - W + *0J
i v

-i(k - k )»r
m(e • e )} I e '

2 J n

l 2 n
dft

If we assume that the scattering atoms are randomly distributed,

then

Z e
n

-i(k - t ) • r
2 i n

HV k ^k
2 1

(NVr k = k
2 1

(83)

where N is the number of scattering atoms per unit volume. In other

words, forward scattering occurs much more strongly than in any other

direction. We can use this knowledge to calculate the power scatter-

ing out of the incident beam. Since W is the number of photons scat-

tered per unit time, then the power scattered out of the beam, P , is

P = wftu)
s

(84)
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The incident power is

P. =fyi)n —
1 i L

(85)

where L is the length of the scattering path. The ratio then is

P
s wL NL

n c (5r)*
(4tte )

o

2 mc 5
(

<V.|e • p|H! > <¥ le • p If, )

W. - w + hji
X V

+

<y

_, a ) + m(e_ • e )

1 v

(86)

dft

This can also be written in the equivalent manner using the dipole

moment operator instead of the momentum operator. Namely

NL

(4-rre )
o

(V z (
v

<!9
4
\i • it|V.) <V |e • y|* >

1 1 V V 2 1

W - W - tu>

i V
(87)

<Y.|e ' y|4/

) <^ le
l' 2 ' V V 1

1

W. - W + ftii

1 V

—) dfi

This can also be expressed in terms of the index of refraction

for an isotropic gas

P

P
(e • e ) (n

2 - l)
2

dft (88)

i (47T)
2
c'

tN * 2

When integration is performed over all possible polarizations and

all directions, the ratio of power scattered per unit length to inci-

dent power becomes
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P H

(n
2 " I)

2

LP
i 67T Nc*

(n - l)
2 for (n - 1) « 1

(89)

37TNC
1*

Summarizing, briefly, we note that some of the effects we can

account for by using this method of treating Rayleigh scattering

are: (1) that the scattering is primarily in the forward direc-

tion; (2) it depends on the fourth power of the frequency; (3)

there is a relationship between scattered power and relative orien-

tation of polarization of the incident and scattered wave; and

(4) the Rayleigh scattering peaks strongly near allowed dipole tran-

sition frequencies.

F. Brillouin Scattering

The scattering of light by sound waves was first considered by

12
Brillouin in 1922. The effect takes place in liquids and solids.

Recently, some results of stimulated scattering were even observed

13
in gases under high pressure. The quantum mechanical description

of Brillouin scattering is much too involved to treat here, and is

of little interest in relation to the experiment performed. The

quantum mechanical development is made, however, by considering the

interaction of accoustical phonons with photons. The classical

14
treatment as presented by Yariv is too long to include; but we

will use some of his results to discuss stimulated Brillouin scat-

tering.
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Fortunately, Yariv has also shown that from a phenomenological

point of view, Brillouin scattering can be treated in a very simple

manner. Consider a sound wave, with frequency go , wavelength A ,
s s

and wave vector k , traveling through a medium. The wave will con-

sist of moving regions of compression and rarefaction which will give

rise to corresponding variations in the dielectric constant, and hence,

the index of refraction. The variation in index of refraction will

cause a partial reflection of light incident at some angle, a, to the

plane of the wave front as shown in Figure 1. The result is somewhat

analogous to reflection of light from a grating or X-rays from a crys-

tal. The condition for reflection is

2X sin a = X (first order) (90)

The subscript s is for the sound wave, L for the incident light, and

b is for the scattered light.

In addition to being reflected, the light is Doppler shifted

because of the movement of the sound wave. Assuming the velocity of

the sound wave, U , is very much smaller than the velocity of the light
s

wave, u , this Doppler shift is

2 \J sin a
w. -co. (1

S- ) (91)
b L U

L

Combining the two equations, we obtain the relation

to, = coT
- a) (92)

b L s
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FIGURE 1. Brillouin Scattering
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which is, of course, a statement of conservation of energy.

Conservation of momentum would require that

K = k
L

- k (92a)

which gives the Bragg reflection condition when U << U .

For a receding sound wave, the light pressure would be feeding

energy into the accoustical wave. After giving up part of its ener-

gy, the frequency of the light wave reflected is given by equation (92),

Though this description is neither complete nor accurate, it does illus-

trate the phenomenon taking place.





III. STIMULATED PROCESSES

A. Stimulated Emission

So far in this paper, we have limited our discussion to spon-

taneous processes, except for absorption, which can never take

place spontaneously. All of the spontaneous processes mentioned

can also take place as stimulated processes. That is, the proba-

bility of a photon being emitted into a mode, va, is influenced

by the number of photons, n , already present in that mode. Where-

ever the factor (n +1) has occurred, we have set n =0 for
va va

spontaneous processes. So now we will set the number of photons

equal to n +1 for stimulated processes.H va v

The first process we will deal with is stimulated emission.

Equation (23) gave the probability of a transition from state |E.>

to state |E
f ). For spontaneous emission, we considered the elec-

tronic states 1^.) and \V -) to have fixed energies, W. and W £ , and
1 l ' f

& l f

considered the density of final states to be the density of photon

states available. For stimulated emission, the mode into which the

photons are emitted is also fixed, however, so the probability is

P=^I<E
£ |

H
lnt

|E.>|
2 6(E

£
-E.) (93)

The quantity KeJ H. |e.)| can be evaluated in the same man-n
' f ' int ' l '

ner as was employed for the case of spontaneous emission. This gives
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P = t —7T- n |IL.|
2

g. 6(E. - E.) (94)
ste eV va |H

fi' 6i f i

We have used |y"
f .|

2 as the average value over all possible orien-

tations of the system involved.

This is the probability of emission from one particular atom.

If we want the total probability of emission,we must sum over all

of the atoms. Owing to Doppler shifts and external perturbations,

not all atoms have eigenstates of exactly the same energy differ-

ence, W. - W-, so we assume an energy distribution of the form

dN = N p(W
±

- W
f
) d(W. - W

f
)

(

where dN is the fractional number of atoms of energy difference

W. - W in the interval d(W. - W ). N 2 is the total number of atoms

of energy W. and p(W.- W ) is the distribution function normalized

such that

oo

/ p(W. - W
f
) d(W

±
- W

f
) = 1 (96)

Using this we get

n ste

and if we approximate the sum with an integral, we obtain

TTCO

P = ; c ~£ n
va KJ 2

8
!

6(E
f " V N

2

p(W
i " V d(W

i " V (98)
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We have already stipulated that the photon energies are fixed

so that

d(W
±

- W
f

) = d(E
±

- E
f
) (99)

and the delta function then serves to fix the value of W - W at

W. ~ W
f

= Aa>
v

(100)

The net probability per unit time for stimulated emission then is

(101)w
,„ 7T0J
dP V ., /* n I

-
12= -7— - — n Ng p(no)) U_.

ste dt eV va 2 l v' ' f i

'

The calculation of absorption probability per unit time from a

given mode, vo, proceeds in the same manner as the emission calcula-

tion, except we use hi , the number of atoms in the lower level, and

g , the degeneracy of the upper level. The result is
2

TTO)

w , = —- n W g p(^w ) ly.J 2

abs eV va 12 v 'if 1

(102)

The power in the mode VO changes by the amount

AP = (w , - w , ) tiui
ste abs V

(103)

We should note here that |y |

= |y |. This follows from the Hermi-

tean properties of the dipole moment operator. Hence,

AP = —

—

- n p(*w )eV va K v
Ng -Ng
21 12 'fi

(104)

At this point, it is convenient to define a quantity a, the relative





power gain per unit length
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P
i
L

(105)

P. is the power in mode va and L is the length of the cavity, so

t> nvo , , o.%
P. = —— «w (—) c
1 L V e

(106)

If we also define the number of atoms per unit volume as

hi

N = -i-

N

N =
2

_2_

V
(107)

then we can write

a = ™v
(EEo )

2
c

C- P(*0
"2. V

N g - N g
2 1 12

fi
(108)

It is possible to use equation (42) to express |u f .| in terms of

the spontaneous radiation lifetime. We can also use the normalization

condition to relate the energy distribution function, pC^W.,), to the fre-

quency distribution function p" (v)

:

/ p(*u)
v
)»dw

v
= / p'(v)dv = 1 (109)

but

03 = 2ttv (110)

so

P(*V = 2^ P'(v) (111)
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This enables us to write

c
2
e
o

a =

87Tev
2
T

N *- N
2 g 1

spe 1— 1

p'(v) (112)

This is the expression commonly used in the literature where —
o

is expressed as the square of the index of refraction. When there

g
is a population inversion, (that is, when N > -*- N ), then a >

2 g 1

and the field gains power by stimulated emission. If, as is generally

g
the case, N < — N , then power is lost through absorption.

l

B. Stimulated Raman Scattering

We have previously stated that any light scattering process can

be a stimulated process if the energy entering the scattered mode per

unit length of scatterer exceeds the energy lost. The stimulated

Raman effect was first observed by Woodbury and Ng, and identified

3
by Eckhardt, et al, in nitrobenzene. It has since been observed

and studied in many other materials. We will develop here only a very

simple description of the process.

In equation (67) , we calculated the probability per unit time for

Raman scattering into a given mode. If we divide this probability by

the length of the scattering medium we get the number of photons scat-

tered per unit time into the Raman mode:

An «*
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The gain coefficient, a, is then obtained by dividing An by the

incident Raman flux per unit area, n. The result is

n e ,

n = ~ (—) c

3_ „ r
A TT^c^n p

a = An = E_
(

e_
)4

n
2 e (e e )Vu> u

mc
pro p r

N. - N c
1 f

.2
(U3 >

is...
|

2

We have neglected spontaneous scattering by assuming n - n + 1 and

n - n + 1
r r

Using the definitions of incident power and of the cross section

for spontaneous Raman scattering as given by equations (72) and (73),
W
i

W
f

and using the number of atoms per unit volume N. = — and N_ = — , we

can express a in the form

e c
3

p a N. - N

01 = 87t3 HPT s
i
—

hT- (")
r r i

This relation gives us a method of calculating the gain of a Raman

laser by measuring the input power flux, S., and the spontaneous Raman

scattering cross section per unit volume in a given direction, — . The

gain coefficient, a, is very small except when the incident power, S.,

is extremely large, as it is in Q-switched lasers.

For thermal equilibrium and Stokes scattering, N. > N
f

so a >

and we have gain into the Stokes mode. For anti-Stokes scattering,

N > N. so a > and there is a loss in the anti-Stokes mode. Our
f l

theory thus predicts gain for the Stokes mode and loss for the anti-

1 £

Stokes mode. Terhune, however, has observed stimulated anti-Stokes

radiation, which is contrary to the predictions of the above theory.
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A number of investigators have reported differences between

experiment and the simple theory outlined above. However, Bloem-

17 18
bergen and Lallemand have stated that the differences may be due

to the fact that in many experiments the stimulated Raman effect can-

not be separated from other "nonlinear" effects such as self-focusing

of light, stimulated Rayleigh scattering, stimulated Brillouin scat-

tering, and scattering of light by light.

The simple theory does give a means of calculating approximately

the gain for most substances. For hydrogen gas at low pressures (less

19
than 10 atm. ) , Bret and Denariez have indicated that the theory is

qualitatively correct. It is probably fair to assume that the theory

is useful for most diatomic gases at low pressures.

Thus far in the discussion of Raman scattering, we have not spe-

cifically mentioned the process in crystals. There is a good reason

for this. The theory of Raman scattering in solids is quite involved,

and the experiments reported herein did not include crystals. However,

in passing, it may be noted that Raman processes in solids involve the

interaction of optical phonons with the incident photons.

C. Stimulated Rayleigh Scattering

In Chapter II, the theory of Rayleigh scattering was outlined,

using energy eigenstates. However, the use of energy eigenstates

does not yield information about the phase of the incident or the
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scattered radiation. This lack of phase information precludes a

direct calculation of Rayleigh scattering along the same lines as

the above theory.

20
Fortunately, Mash, et al, have suggested a classical solution

to the problem. They suggest solving simultaneously the non-linear

Maxwell's equations and the non-linear equations for the anisotropy

tensor of the medium. This is a formidable task, however, so we

will mention here only the results obtained for threshold. This

condition is

^2 W
E > —

45 n k kT

(115)
„

I,
I 9e I (ft) ,2 |k
J as 1(b)

fiT(a
!

" a
2

)

E is the amplitude of the electric vector of the incident light wave,

n is the index of refraction, k is a composite coefficient charac-

terizing optical losses, k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute

temperature, k is the wave number of the Stokes component of the wing
l

of the Rayleigh line, e is the dielectric constant, S is the anisotropy

tensor, I(ft)/I(0) is the ratio of the intensity at the frequency ft to

the intensity at the maximum of the Rayleigh-line wing, ft is the fre-

quency measured from the maximum of the wing, a and a are the princi-
1 2

pie polarizabilities of the molecule in the medium, and T is the aniso-

tropy relaxation time.

D. Stimulated Brillouin Scattering

In the section on Brillouin scattering, it was mentioned that
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14
Yariv had given a classical treatment of stimulated Brillouin

scattering. His calculations were made by writing the equations

of motion of a volume element in a liquid or solid moving under

the influence of an electric field. This classical treatment in-

volves the idea of an electros trictive force caused by the change

in the dielectric constant induced by strain in the medium. The

electric field is assumed to be the superposition of two plane waves

traveling in arbitrary directions, and the solution to the equation

of motion is assumed to be an accoustical plane wave. The result of

the theory gives the threshold condition for exponential growth of

the accoustic wave along with one of the electric fields, namely

2 T e a A a»Ap
E > (116)— 2 2

where E is the amplitude of the driving electric field, T is the bulk

modulus of the material, e is the normal dielectric constant of the ma-

terial, y is the electrostrictive coefficient, a and a are the accous-

tic and optical attenuation constants of the material, and A and A« are

the wave lengths of the accoustic and optical waves. For a material such

as quartz, the threshold power flux,

S = ce|E| 2
(117)

is approximately 10 watts per square centimeter. This power is only

available from giant pulse lasers. If we assume the equation can be

extended to gasses, we see that the effect is not likely to occur unless

the gas pressure is very high.





IV. MOLECULAR IODINE

A. Energy Levels

The absorption and resonance spectrums of molecular iodine have

21 22 23
been studied extensively for the past sixty years. R. W. Wood ' '

did most of the early measurements. These were made before the develop-

ment of quantum mechanics. The spectrum of molecular iodine, I , is
2

readily explained by the quantum theory of diatomic molecules. An

extensive discussion of the theory is found in Herzberg, Spectra of

24
Diatomic Molecules . We will discuss here only a few of the most

relevant results of the total theory.

For a homonuclear diatomic molecule, the Schroedinger equation

is written in the form

2m I V.
2
^ + 2M X V

2
V + (E - V)Y =ix R k

where m and i refer to electrons, and M and k to the nuclei.

25
Born and Oppenheimer " have shown that in most cases, the wave

function varies slowly with internuclear distance, and hence, that

the first and second derivatives of 4* with respect to nuclear coor-

dinates may be neglected. When this approximation is used, one can

write V as a product

* = *e '-Wi-> V < VkV-> <U9)
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where V and V are solutions of
e Ur

and

J V^e + ^ (Eel
" V*e = ° (120)

I V 2
H' 2M el

k k \ + iS (E - E
6i

- V
n

)4'
ur

=
( 12 1)

Equation (120) is the Schroedinger equation for the electrons

moving in the field of two fixed nuclei which have a potential ener-

gy V , and equation (121) is the Schroedinger equation for the two

el
nuclei moving in a potential E + V where V is the Coulomb po-

tt n

tential.

Equation (121) is normally solved by use of the model of a

vibrating rotator. The solutions for a vibrating rotator give the

energy eigenvalues:

E = heL (u+%) - a) x (u-^s)
2 + oj y (u+^)

3 +w z (u-^) **+
. . J*— e e e e e e e —

'

+ hc{|B - a (u+^) + B (u+%)
2 + y (M^i)

3 + ... J(J + 1) (122)
|_e e e e

- D + B'(U+^) + ... J
2 (J+1)

2 +...}= E^ + E
r

where u is the vibrational quantum number and J is the rotational

quantum number. The constants W.WxiWy.wZ.B.a.B,eeeeeeeeee
y , D , 8 ' , are determined experimentally by fitting the spectro-

scopic data, and are referred to as the spectroscopic constants.

el
At this point it should be noted that, since E refers to

an eigenstate for fixed nuclei, it will in general be a function

of the internuclear distance. V is also a function of the inter-
n

el
nuclear distance, so the "effective" potential, E + V , in which
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the nuclei move, is a function of the internuclear distance. The

molecule exists in a stable or bound state only if there is a mini-

el
mum in the potential, E + V with respect to internuclear dis-

tance. When such a minimum exists, there are solutions to equation

(121) of the form of equation (122).

el
It is customary to consider the minimum value of E + V in

a stable state as the electronic energy, E , of that state. Also,

since E is measured from the minimum for a vibrating rotator, the

total energy of any state of a diatomic molecule can be written as

the sum of electronic, vibrational, and rotational energies:

E = E + E + E (123)
e u r

In wavenumber units this becomes

T =
hc~

= T
e
+ G(U) + F (oj)

(124>

where

G(U) = oo (0+^) - oo x (U+^)
2 + oo y (u+^) d + oo z (\J+h) " + (125)

e e e e e e e

and

[».-

F(UJ) =

B'(U + h) +

B - a (u +%) + ..

.

e e
J(J + 1) + (126)

J
2
(J + l)

2 = B J(J + 1) + D^O + l)
2
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The final result is that by fitting theory to spectroscopic

data, it becomes possible to diagram the energy states of a dia-

tomic molecule, and in particular iodine, as a function of inter-

nuclear distance as is shown in Figure 2.

B. Fluorescence

We have already discussed the general process of fluorescence

and will now examine the particular case of iodine. When white

light is passed through iodine vapor and the absorption spectrum

is analysed, it is noted that there are thousands of very sharp

and closely spaced absorption lines occurring in bands starting

from a continuum at about 4995A and extending beyond 6000A. These

absorption lines occur because the I molecules in various vibra-
2

tional and rotational states of the X'E (ground") electronic state
g

absorb the light and undergo a transition to various vibrational

- +
and rotational states of the B tt electronic state lying above.

ou jo
The characteristics of the spectrum are determined by the energy

levels of both the lower and upper state and by the selection rules

governing dipole transitions. The relevant selection rules are

AJ = ± 1 and Au = ± 1 (unless an electronic transition is involved,

and then no rule governs Au)

.

3 +
Molecules in the B tt state may undergo transitions between

ou

vibrational levels and/or rotational levels according to the selec-

tion rules. However, there is high probability that the molecule
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FIGURE 2. Energy Levels of Molecular Iodine

(X and B states only; rotational levels not to scale)
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will return to the ground electronic state by emission of a photon

(fluorescence) . Since there is no selection rule involving a change

of vibrational quantum number during an electronic transition, the

resulting fluorescence has a spectrum as sharp and as complex as

the absorption spectrum. Even when illuminated with monochromatic

light, the fluorescence spectrum is highly complex because of the

number of levels in the ground state to which the molecule can re-

turn. As an example, suppose light which is sufficiently mono-

chromatic to illuminate only one absorption line is passed through

iodine vapor. This will populate only one level of the B state.

Suppose also that the B state decays back to the X state before the

molecule undergoes any vibrational or rotational transitions. This

will give rise to a fluorescence spectrum consisting of a series of

pairs of lines. Each pair of lines corresponds to a transition to

one of the vibrational levels of the X state, whereas the pair is a

result of the rotational selection rule which allows Aj = ± 1. The

intensities of these lines are determined by the Franck-Condon fac-

tors.

For several years now, measurements of these resonance doublets

have been used to calculate the spectroscopic constants for the

ground state. The most recent and widely accepted results obtained

2f>
by D. H. Rank and B. S. Rao are listed in Table I.

a +
The spectroscopic constants for the B tt state have proven

ou

more difficult to measure. Even the assignment of vibrational quan-

tum numbers for absorption bands, which was customarily accepted for
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TABLE I.

Spectroscopic Constants for the Ground State of Molecular Iodine
26

(Rank and Rao )

T
e

=

0)
e

= 214.51886

0) X
e e

= 0.60738

0) ye e
= 1.307 x 10" 3

0) z
e e

= - 5.04 x 10" 6

B
e

~ 0.037289

a
e

= 0.001210

B
e

= 1.9 x 10" 8

Y = 8.57 x 10
X1

e

D - - 4.54 x 10" 9

e

3^ = 1.20 x 10" 11
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nearly thirty years, has recently been revised. The latest measure-

27
ments by Steinfeld, et al, are listed in Table II.

C. Thermal Population of the I Ground State
2

Inasmuch as iodine normally exists as a solid at room temper-

ature, and all of the effects we are interested in occur in iodine

vapor, it is necessary to examine its vapor characteristics. Most

handbooks of chemistry and physics have tables which show how the

vapor pressure depends on temperature, and also what the melting

28
and boil points are. Figure 3 is a graph of this information.

It is easily seen that small increases in temperature increase

the vapor pressure very rapidly. This provides a simple method of

controlling the density of the I vapor, but it also introduces
2

an additional problem. The population of the vibrational and ro-

tational levels of the ground state is temperature dependent. The

population of the vibrational levels follows a normal (Boltzmann)

distribution with the number of molecules in any level, n, given

by

N = ^- e kT (127)
n %

where N is the total number of molecules and the parition function

is E
Ei n

q^ = i + e
" kT +....= Z e"

kT
(128)
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TABLE II.

l2.
+

Spectroscopic Constant for the B^tt State of Molecular Iodine
ou

(Steinfeld, et al )

T = 15770.59
e

oo = 125.273
e

w x = 0.7016
e e

oo y = - 0.00567
e e

co z = 0.000032
e e

B = 0.028969
e

a = 0.001562
e

3 = - 4.0 x 10"7

Y = - 3.5 x 10"
8

'e

D = 3.5 x 10"
9

e
-10

3 = 3.9 x 10
e
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using E =0. What this means for the case of I is that at room
o 2

temperature nearly 23% of the molecules are in the first excited

vibrational level and at 1000 K nearly 74% as many are in it as

are in the ground state.

The population of the rotational levels is a different matter.

Each of the levels, J, have a 2J + 1 fold degeneracy, which means

that the number, N , in this level is given by

N OL+_LL , e
m

( ,
J Q n

r

where E
J

Qr
= Z (2J + 1) e

kT
(130)

and

Ej = hcB J(J + 1) (131)

F(J) is given by equation (126).

In most instances, the model of a rigid rotator is a good ap-

proximation and the coefficient of J 2 (J + l)
2 is so small that it

can be neglected. In this case

F(J) = B J(J + 1) (132)

and

Ej = hcB H(J + 1) (133)

™iS giV6S
J (J + l)hcBu

Q = E (2J + 1) e
" "

(134)
r J
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which, for large T or small B , can be approximated by

J (J + l)hcB

Q = (2J + 1) e
Ki

dJ = rrk- (135)
r o hcB

The result is that

J(J + l)hcB

hcB
N = N ^-rr-(2J + 1) e

Ki
(136)

J n kl

dN
By setting —-— = , we find that N has a maximum when

J = (-~~) h
~ h (137)

max 2B he

For iodine at room temperature

J =61 (138)
max

The distribution over the rotational levels is the same for each

vibrational level with only the total number of each vibrational

level, N , being different,
n
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V. NEODYMIUM-DOPED GLASS

A. Energy Levels

Neodymium and other rare- earths have the most complicated

spectra of any of the elements. This is due to the incomplete

4f shell which produces a large number of low-lying energy

levels. The absorption and fluorescence spectra of triply ionized

neodymium ion (Nd ) in crystals has been studied extensively. Term

29assignments have been made by Carlson and Dieke. The studies were

generally made in a variety of host crystals; consequently, there

are differences in level positions within a given multiplet, de-

pending on the host lattice. Since the energy levels of rare-earth

ions in solids are highly shielded by the outer electronic shells

,

30the energy levels are very similar to those of the free ion.

Figure 4 shows the energy levels of neodymium as given by

31 3+
Dieke and Crosswhite, and also the energy levels of Nd in CaWO

32
as given by Johnson. In the case of Nd-doped glass, the levels

are essentially the same. There are several transitions which may

produce laser action, but the most commonly used and most efficient

is the F *- I transition at a wavelength of 1.06y.

B. Absorption Spectrum

3+ 33
The absorption spectrum of Nd in glass is given in Figure 5.
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Included as part of the figure are the probable transitions which

give rise to each of the absorption bands. Ions excited to any

of the higher levels will decay with a very high quantum efficiency

into the F level which has a very long lifetime (t ~ 1 milli-
3 spe
T

second)

.





VI . EXPERIMENTAL

A. Aims of the Experiment

This research was originally designed to consist of two parts.

The first part was concerned with the absorption of Q-switched la-

ser light in iodine. In chapter IV of this paper, we discussed the

energy levels of iodine and mentioned its strong fluorescence. In

3
the introduction, we also mentioned that Sorokin and Lankard had

observed stimulated fluorescence in organic dyes. Since the fluo-

rescence in iodine was strong, it was felt that perhaps the iodine

would undergo stimulated fluorescence if excited by strong light

in the green part of the spectrum. For this reason, a study of

the absorption spectrum near 5300A in iodine was undertaken. A

frequency-doubling crystal of ADP was added to the K - 1 Q Nd laser

to convert part of the 1.06y light to 5300A. The output beam was

then passed through iodine and the spectrum was analysed to detect

any effects which may have occurred in the iodine. As an extension

of this part, the beam from the ruby laser at 6943a was also passed

through iodine vapor at various temperatures and pressures in order

to examine any effects produced.

The second part of the research was motivated by the reports of

9 34
Briquet, Jego, and Terneaud, and Ross and Zeidler. These papers

both reported pulses of stimulated emission at 1.06y when Nd-doped
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glass was pumped by intense laser light. Eckhardt and Hellwarth,

3
et al, had reported stimulated Raman emission in benzene with a

-l
shift of 991 cm . This means that it would be possible to obtain

intense pulses of light at 7458A*, 805 3$, and 875 1A* by passing the

beam from a ruby laser through benzene. The three wavelengths cor-

respond to the first, second, and third order Stokes lines respec-

tively. These Stokes lines occur at wavelengths coincident with

strong absorption bands in Nd-doped glass as shown in Figure 5.

The aim of the second part of the research, therefore, was to exa-

mine the possibility of optically pumping Nd-doped glass with light

from the stimulated Stokes Raman lines of benzene and thereby pro-

ducing stimulated emission at 1.06y.

During the investigation of the light interactions in the Nd-

doped glass, it was discovered that stimulated light was being emit-

ted over a broad frequency band of the spectrum. This light did not

originate in the Nd-doped glass. Thus, a further aim of the research

was to trace the source and nature of this broad-band emission.

B. Description of the Experimental Apparatus

1. K - 1 Q Pockels Laser System

The K - 1 Q laser system was manufactured by the Korad Division

of the Union Carbide Company. The laser produces intense light pulses

in the 10 to 100 Megawatt range, using either a neodymium-doped glass
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rod or a ruby rod as the oscillator medium.

A block diagram of the system is given as Figure 6. The output

mirror is a 3.3mm thick sapphire resonant reflector. The laser head

contains either the ruby or Nd rod, surrounded by a spiral Xenon

flash lamp, and a ceramic reflector, all mounted within the head

container. The head container is filled with circulating distilled

water for cooling purposes. When the Nd rod is used, a polarizer

must be installed in the system between the laser rod and the pockels

cell to selectively pass light of the proper (horizontal) polarization.

This is not necessary when using the ruby laser, because the ruby rod

is cut with its axis parallel to the "c" plane of the crystal and

therefore can be oriented to selectively pass light of the proper

(horizontal) polarization.

A pockels-cell light shutter, located between the horizontal

and vertical polarizers, is used when operating the laser system

in the Q-switched mode. Since crossed polarizers are located be-

tween the reflectors of the laser cavity, the only way to have a

low loss for the passage of light through the cavity is to rotate

the polarization of light by 90 as it passes through the pockels

cell. This can be done by applying the proper voltage to the poc-

kels crystal.

When the flash lamp fires, the population of the **F level in

_ T
the neodymium rod or the 2E(E) level in the ruby rod increases to a

maximum value in a few hundred microseconds. If the proper voltage
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is timed to be applied across the pockels cell within a few micro-

seconds of when this maximum population inversion occurs, then the

output of the laser will consist of a giant pulse of a few nanose-

conds duration.

The rear reflector is interchangeable for either the ruby or

Nd rod. The reflectors are multilayer dielectric mirrors coated

for 100% reflectivity at 6943A* in the case of ruby or 100% reflec-

tivity at 10,600A in the case of neodymium.

The rated output of the system is given in Table III.

2. Spectrographs

Two different spectrographs were used in this experiment. Both

were of local design and manufacture. The first one had low disper-

sion and was used for searching large portions of the spectrum. It

consisted of a flat ruled grating of 15,000 lines per inch mounted

in a Zerney-Turner arrangement. The mirrors had a focal length of

50 cm. The first order dispersion of the spectrograph was 31A per

millimeter at 7000A.

The second spectrograph was used for high resolution. It con-

tained a Bausch and Lomb echelle grating mounted in a two lens "V"

arrangement using two 1-meter achromatic lenses. The grating had

73.25 lines per millimeter blazed at an angle of 63 26'. This re-

sulted in the highest efficiency when operated in the 44th or 45th

order near 5300A* and the 34th order of 6943A*. In the 45th order,





TABLE III

Rated Output of the K-1Q Laser System

58

Ruby Neodymium

Wavelength 6943 A 10,600 A

Line width per
spectral element 0.1 A 0.4 A

Peak power 50 megawatts 70 megawatts

Pulse energy 1.0 joules 2.0 joules

Pulse width 10-20 nanoseconds 15-25 nanoseconds

Beam size (diameter) 3/8 inch 1/2 inch
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the dispersion was 1A per millimeter, and in the 34th order it was

1.4A per millimeter.

3. Photomultipliers.

Two photomultipliers were used for detection of light in these

experiments. An RCA 1P21 was used to minotor the output of the

K - 1 Q ruby laser. This tube has a minimum rise time of 2 nano-

seconds, but the shunt capacitance and coupling resistance used in

the associated circuitry establish the rise time of the system at

100 nanoseconds. The tube has an S-4 spectral response as shown

in Figure 7.

An RCA 7102 was used to detect the frequency-shifted light.

This tube has a rise time of a few nanoseconds. With the circuitry

used in this experiment, it was possible to obtain a rise time for

the system of 10 nanoseconds. The tube has an S-l spectral response

35
as also shown in Figure 7.

4. Optical Attenuators.

The high power density of the output from Q-switched lasers

is very difficult to handle. It destroys interference filters,

vaporizes the coatings from mirrors, chars the bonding material

in achromatic lenses, etches the surfaces of spectrograph slits,

and it can even pit or pulverize glass in the optical systems if

handled incorrectly. The excessive power of the laser beam, even
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after it had passed through the material in which the interaction

was being studied, was somewhat of a nuisance and required atten-

uation for most of the experiments. Sorokin, Shirer, et al, re-

ported using a solution of CuSO
4
in water as an optical attenuator.

This was tried by the author, but it was found that the attenuation

was greater in the spectral region where interactions were to be

examined (7000A - 1.2u) than it was at the wavelength of the laser

output (6943ft)

.

37
Brode discussed the absorption of cobalt halides in their

respective halogen acid and this absorption appeared to be in the

proper spectral regions. A 5 cm long cell and a 10 cm long cell

containing CoCl in HC1 were prepared and used in this experiment.
2

A 5 cm long cell containing CoBr in HBr was also used. Spectro-
2

photometer traces of the absorption of each of these attenuating

cells are shown in Figure 8.

The CoCl in HC1 is an ideal filter for removing light at
2

6943A while passing essentially all light of wavelength greater

than 7200a but less than 1.1 microns. To the best knowledge of

the author, he is the first to use this material for this purpose.

The experiment involving the interaction of stimulated Raman-

shifted light in neodymium-doped glass was considered feasible

only because the CoCl in HC1 attenuator was available.
2

5. Iodine System.

The iodine system consisted of an evacuated glass cell which
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contained iodine crystals. Ground glass filters or optical attenu-

ating cells were used to attenuate the beam after it had passed

through the iodine. Three different iodine cells were used. The

first was 1 meter in length and 24 mm in internal diameter. It was

fitted with Brewster windows of commercial manufacture on both ends.

The second was a shorter (30 cm) version of the first and the third

was a 20 cm cell with an inside diameter of 28 mm. This latter cell

was of local manufacture and the windows were made from flat pyrex

glass. The windows were approximately normal to the light path.

The first two iodine cells were wrapped with electric heating

tape. They could be maintained at uniform temperatures up to 75 C.

The third (short) was heated by using metal jackets. These jackets

extended beyond the end windows and prevented the windows from cool-

ing by convection of air or radiation. Temperatures up to 150 C

were possible using this cell.

All of the measurements for the interaction of light in iodine

were taken using the high dispersion spectrograph. The system was

arranged as shown in Figure 9. The beam splitter located between

the laser and the iodine cell was used to divert a small part (< 10%)

of the light directly to the spectrograph, bypassing the iodine cell.

This portion of the light was focused onto the lower portion of the

spectrograph slit and was attenuated by a ground glass plate. This

light was used as a reference to indicate the spectral composition

of the direct output of the laser.
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The major part of the output from the laser passed directly

through the iodine cell and was then focused onto the central por-

tion of the slit. It was also attenuated by passing it through a

ground glass plate.

For an additional reference, light from a tungsten source was

passed through iodine vapor and focused on the top portion of the

spectrograph slit. An interference filter or monochromator was

used between the iodine and the slit to assure that light from

only one order passed through the spectrograph. A neon spectrum

was superimposed on the absorption spectrum to provide wavelength

calibration.

Various photographic films were used for detection by spectro-

graph, depending on the wavelength of interest. For the visible re-

gion near 5300A, polaroid type 107 film was used for preliminary in-

vestigations and Kodak TRI-X was used for taking final spectrographs

data. Polaroid type 413 was used for preliminary investigations near

6943A and in the near infrared up to 9000A. Kodak plates with type

I-N emulsion were used for final measurements in this same region.

Figure 10 shows the spectral sensitivities of each type emulsion or

.... 38,39
film.

Measurements of wavelength were made with either a traveling

microscope or taken from the tracing of a photodensitometer.

6. Neodymium-Glass System.

This system consisted of a benzene cell, a filter cell, a
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neodyraium glass rod, and mirrors to form an optical cavity. The

benzene cell was used to produce stimulated Raman radiation at

the first, second, and third order Stokes frequencies as previously

mentioned. The cell was a cylindrical pyrex container 30 cm in

length, filled with reagent grade benzene. It had an inside dia-

meter of 28 mm and the end windows were made of flat pyrex glass.

The container was of local manufacture.

The filter cells in the system were 5 and 10 cm in length

and constructed in the same manner as the benzene cell. They

were filled with various solutions as discussed in the section

on optical attenuators.

The neodymium glass rod is the same rod used in the K - 1 Q

laser system. It is 6 inches long and ^ an inch in diameter. The

absorption spectrum of the glass is given in Figure 5.

The mirrors used to form the cavity had reflectances as given

by the curves in Figure 11. Two mirrors matching each of the re-

flectance curves were available so the cavity could be formed by

using a variety of combinations of the mirrors.

Light interactions in the neodymium glass system were de-

tected using the photomultiplier system. The arrangement is shown

in Figure 12. The photomultipliers were connected to the two inputs

of a Tektronix 565 dual beam oscilloscope, except for pulse width

measurements which were made with a Tektronix 519 oscilloscope.

The oscilloscope was triggered with the pulse from the Pockels-cell
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trigger in the K - 1 Q laser system. This provided a delay of

approximately 0.8 microseconds from the start of the sweep until

the light pulse reached the photomultipliers . The Tektronix 519

was triggered internally or triggered with the output of the moni-

tor RCA 1P21 photomultiplier.

The monochromator used in conjunction with the RCA 7102 photo-

multiplier was a small grating instrument made by Bausch and Lomb.

The intensity of the light pulse entering the monochromator was

occasionally so great that it reached the photomultiplier by re-

flecting from the black walls of the monochromator, even with the

slit set at less than 50 microns width. This gave a pulse on the

oscilloscope regardless of where the monochromator dial was set.

To prevent this happening, a piece of ground glass plate was in-

serted in front of the slit. With the ground glass in place, and

the slit width set at 250 microns, the monochromator had a resolu-

tion of approximately ± 50A at half intensity.

The spectral composition of the light in the neodymium system

was determined with the low dispersion spectrograph. Kodak plates

with type I-Z emulsion were used in this system. The emulsion is

sensitive to light at wavelengths up to 1.2 microns. A spectral

sensitivity curve is included in Figure 10.





VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Iodine

The first part of the experiment with iodine consisted of a

spectroscopic analysis of the absorption spectrum of iodine near

5310A and near 6943A using a tungsten lamp source with appropriate

filters. The wavelengths in air of the absorption lines were cal-

culated using the constants of Rank and Rao (Table I) , and

Steinfeld, et al,
27

(Table II). The lines calculated for 5300a
1

to 5320A* are listed in Table IV. Only the bands involving transi-

tions from the ground, first excited, or second excited vibrational

levels of the ground electronic state are considered. These are

the only levels which contain an appreciable number of molecules

at the operating temperature. Table V contains the listing of lines

calculated in the region of 6930A* to 6950A. The calculations indi-

cate that band heads exist at 5307. 74^ and 6931. 99a\

Wavelength measurements of the absorption lines of iodine in

the region of 5300A to 5320A are listed in Table VI. These measure-

ments were taken from photodensitometer traces of the TRI-X film

used to record the spectrum. A neon spectrum was superimposed on

the absorption spectrum and used as a wavelength reference. Mea-

surements from the photodensitometer trace were converted to wave-

length by means of a second degree polynomial. This polynomial was
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obtained by using a least squares method to fit measurements of

the neon spectrum to the known wavelengths. Not all neon lines

were used in the least squares method. Those which were not

used to obtain the polynomial were used to check its accuracy.

Errors obtained when calculating the wavelengths of these addi-

tional neon lines were ± 0.02A.

Wavelengths were measured from three separate plates and

the average listed in Table VI. The measured wavelengths from

each plate differed at most by 0.03A from either of the other

plates. The maximum standard deviation is, therefore, 0.013A.

Lines of equal intensity were resolved only if they were sepa-

rated by 0.04A or more.

Measurements of the absorption lines from 6930A to 6950A

were made using the same method as was employed to measure the

lines near 5310A. The spectrum was recorded on Kodak Type I-N

plates. The maximum standard deviation was 0.07 A and lines of

equal intensity were resolved only if separated by 0.07 A or

more. Table VII contains the listing of these lines.

The measured spectrum was not sufficiently resolved to al-

low a line-by-line comparison with the calculations. The pre-

sence of band heads at a measured wavelength of 5308. 03A and

6936. 2A can be compared directly with the calculated band heads

at 5307. 74X and 6931 .99A\





TABLE IV

CALCULATED ABSORPTION LINES IN IODINE VAPOR,

5300& TO 5320S

73

A air (X) 0" 0' J" J' A air (X) u" u 1 J" J'

5300.01 34 81 82 5301.44 34 83 84

5300.02 36 117 118 5301.49 1 36 28 29

5300.09 1 36 19 18 5301.53 35 103 104

5300.10 1 38 83 82 5301.54 33 51 50

5300.17 1 36 22 23 5301.60 33 54 55

5300.20 1 37 63 64 5301.64 1 36 26 25

5300.21 33 48 47 5301.68 1 37 63 62
5300.27 33 51 52 5301.68 1 38 85 84

5300.29 1 36 20 19 5301.72 36 116 115

5300.32 35 99 98 5301.74 1 36 29 30

5300.37 1 36 23 24 5301.90 1 36 27 26

5300.49 1 36 21 20 5301.98 1 37 66 67
5300.50 1 37 61 60 5302.00 33 52 51

5300.51 1 38 86 87 5302.00 34 81 80

5300.56 34 79 78 5302.00 1 36 30 31

5300.57 1 36 24 25 5302.07 33 55 56
5300.64 33 49 48 5302.10 1 38 88 89

5300.65 36 115 114 5302.15 35 101 100

5300.70 33 51 52 5302.16 1 36 28 27

5300.70 1 36 22 21 5302.17 34 84 85

5300.72 34 82 83 5302.18 36 119 120

5300.79 1 36 25 26 5302.27 1 36 31 32

5300.79 1 37 64 65 5302.29 1 37 64 63
5300.88 1 38 84 83 5302.44 1 36 29 28
5300.92 1 36 23 22 5302.45 35 104 105

5301.01 1 36 23 27 5302.47 33 53 52

5301.09 33 50 49 5302.49 1 38 86 85

5301.09 1 37 62 61 5302.54 33 56 57
5301.10 36 118 119 5302.55 1 36 32 33
5301.15 33 53 54 5302.59 1 37 67 68
5301.15 1 36 24 23 5302.72 1 36 30 29

5301.23 35 100 99 5302.73 34 82 81

5301.25 1 36 27 28 5302.81 36 117 116
5301.27 34 80 79 5302.84 1 36 33 34

5301.30 1 38 87 88 5302.90 1 37 65 64
5301.38 1 37 65 66 5302.91 34 85 86
5301.39 1 36 25 24 5302.92 1 38 89 90





TABLE IV—Continued
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X air (8) U M
u* J" J' X air (&) u" u 1 J" J'

5302.95 33 54 53 5304.81 1 37 68 67
5303.02 33 57 58 5304.95 33 58 57
5303.02 l 36 31 30 5304.96 35 104 103
5303.08 35 102 101 5304.96 1 38 89 88
5303.14 1 36 34 35 5304.97 1 36 37 36

5303.21 1 37 68 69 5304.99 34 85 84
5303.26 36 120 121 5305.00 36 119 118
5303.30 1 38 87 86 5305.02 33 61 62
5303.32 1 36 32 31 5305.11 1 36 40 41

5303.38 35 105 106 5305.12 1 37 71 72

5303.44 33 55 54 5305.17 34 88 89

5303.44 1 36 35 36 5305.28 35 107 108
5303.48 34 83 82 5305.33 1 36 38 37

5303.51 33 58 59 5305.41 1 38 92 93
5303.53 1 37 66 65 5305.46 1 37 69 68
5303.63 1 36 33 32 5305.47 36 122 123
5303.65 34 86 87 5305.48 33 59 58
5303.74 1 38 90 91 5305.48 1 36 41 42

5303.76 1 36 36 37 5305.55 33 72 63
5303.84 1 37 69 70 5305.70 1 36 39 38
5303.90 36 118 117 5305.76 34 86 85
5303.93 33 56 55 5305.78 1 37 72 73
5303.95 1 36 34 33 5305 . 80 1 38 90 89
5304.00 33 59 60 5305.85 1 36 42 43
5304.02 35 103 102 5305.92 35 105 104
5304.08 1 36 37 38 5305.94 34 89 90
5304.13 1 38 88 87 5306.01 33 60 59
5304.16 1 36 67 66 5306.07 1 36 40 39
5304.23 34 84 83 5306.08 33 63 64
5304.28 1 36 35 34 5306.12 36 120 119
5304.33 35 106 107 5306.12 1 37 70 69
5304.36 36 121 122 5306.23 1 36 43 44
5304.41 34 87 88 5306.24 35 108 109

5304.42 1 36 38 39 5306.25 1 38 93 94
5304.33 33 57 56 5306.45 1 37 73 74
5304.48 1 37 70 71 5306.46 1 36 41 40
5304.51 33 60 61 5306.54 34 87 86
5304.57 1 38 91 92 5306.55 33 61 60
5304.62 1 36 36 35 5306.59 36 123 124

5304.76 1 36 39 40 5306.62 33 64 65





TABLE IV—Continued
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A air (£) u" u' J" J' X air (£) u" u' J" J'

5306.62 1 36 44 45 5308.01 32 6 5

5306.66 1 38 91 90 5308.01 32 9 10

5306.73 34 90 91 5308.08 32 7 6

5306.79 1 37 71 70 5308.08 32 10 11

5306.85 1 36 42 41 5308.09 1 36 45 44
5306.89 35 106 105 5308.13 34 89 88
5307.01 1 36 45 46 5308.16 32 8 7

5307.10 33 62 61 5308.16 32 11 12

5307.11 1 38 94 95 5308.16 1 37 73 72

5307.13 1 37 75 75 5308.18 35 110 111

5307.17 33 65 66 5308.22 33 64 63
5307.20 35 109 110 5308.25 32 9 8

5307.24 36 121 120 5308.25 32 12 13

5307.26 1 36 43 42 5308.26 1 36 48 49
5307.33 34 88 87 5308.30 33 67 68
5307.42 1 36 46 47 5308.32 34 92 93
5307.47 1 37 72 71 5308.35 32 10 9

5307.52 34 91 92 5308.35 32 13 14

5307.52 1 38 92 91 5308.37 36 122 121

5307.65 33 63 62 5308.39 1 38 93 92
5307.67 1 36 44 43 5308.45 32 11 10

5307.71 36 124 125 5308.46 32 14 15

5307.73 33 66 67 5308.51 1 37 76 77

5307.74 32 1 5308.52 1 36 46 45

5307.74 32 1 2 5308.57 32 12 11

5307.74 32 2 3 5308.57 32 15 16

5307.75 32 3 4 5308.69 32 13 12

5307.77 32 1 5308.69 32 16 17

5307.78 32 4 5 5308.70 1 36 49 50

5307.80 32 2 1 5308.79 33 65 64

5307.81 32 5 6 5308.82 32 14 13

5307.81 1 37 75 76 5308.83 32 17 18

5307.84 32 3 2 5308.85 35 108 107

5307.84 32 6 7 5308.85 36 125 126

5307.84 1 36 47 48 5308.86 1 37 74 73
5307.86 35 107 106 5308.86 1 38 96 97
5307.89 32 4 3 5308.88 33 68 69

5307.89 32 7 8 5308.94 34 90 89

5307.94 32 5 4 5308.96 32 15 14

5307.95 32 8 9 5308.96 1 36 47 46
5307.98 1 38 95 96 5308.97 32 18 19





TABLE IV—Continued
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X air (£) u M 0' J" J' X air (X) U" U' J" J'

5309.11 32 16 15 5310.53 1 36 53 54
5309.12 32 19 20 5310.57 33 68 67
5309.13 34 93 94 5310.58 34 92 91

5309.14 1 36 50 51 5310.60 32 24 23
5309.17 35 111 112 5310.61 32 27 28
5309.21 1 37 77 78 5310.64 1 38 98 99
5309.27 32 17 16 5310.65 1 37 79 80
5309.27 32 20 21 5310.66 33 71 72

5309.28 1 38 94 93 5310.67 36 124 125
5309.38 33 66 65 5310.77 34 95 96
5309.41 1 37 48 47 5310.82 1 36 51 50
5309.43 32 18 17 5310.83 32 25 24
5309.44 32 21 22 5310.84 32 28 29
5309.46 33 69 70 5310.84 35 110 109
5309.51 36 123 122 5311.01 1 36 54 55
5309.57 1 37 75 74 5311.02 1 37 77 76
5309.60 1 36 51 52 5311.06 32 26 25
5309.61 32 19 18 5311.07 32 29 30
5309.61 32 22 23 5311.07 1 38 96 95
5309.75 34 91 90 5311.15 36 127 128
5309.75 1 38 97 98 5311.17 35 113 114
5309.79 32 20 19 5311.18 33 69 68
5309.80 32 23 24 5311.27 33 72 73
5309.84 35 109 108 5311.30 32 27 26

5309.87 1 36 49 48 5311.30 1 36 52 51

5309.93 1 37 78 79 5311.31 32 30 31

5309.94 34 94 95 5311.38 1 37 80 81

5309.97 33 67 66 5311.41 34 93 92
5309.98 32 21 20 5311.50 1 36 55 56
5309.99 32 24 25 5311.55 32 28 27
5309.99 36 126 127 5311.55 1 38 99 100
5310.05 33 70 71 5311.56 32 31 32

5310.06 1 36 52 53 5311.61 34 96 97
5310.17 35 112 113 5311.76 1 37 78 77

5310.17 1 38 95 94 5311.80 33 71 70
5310.18 32 22 21 5311.80 1 36 53 52
5310.19 32 25 26 5311.81 32 29 28
5310.29 1 37 76 75 5311.82 32 32 33
5310.34 1 36 50 49 5311.83 36 125 124
5310.39 32 23 22 5311.86 35 111 110
5310.40 32 26 27 5311.88 Band head for U n=2

to f =3S band





TABLE IV—Continued
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A air (&) u" u' J" J' \ air (£) U" u f J" J'

5311.89 33 73 74 5313.56 32 38 39
5311.98 1 38 97 96 5313.64 1 37 83 84
5312.00 1 36 56 57 5313.71 33 73 72

5312.08 32 30 29 5313.80 33 76 77
5312.09 32 33 34 5313.83 1 38 99 98
5312.13 1 37 81 82 5313.87 32 36 35
5312.19 35 114 115 5313.88 32 39 40
5312.25 34 94 93 5313.88 1 36 57 56
5312.31 1 36 54 53 5313.91 35 113 112
5312.32 36 128 129 5313.97 34 96 95
5312.36 32 31 30 5314.03 1 37 81 80
5312.37 32 34 35 5314.09 1 36 60 61
5312.43 33 71 70 5314.17 34 99 100
5312.45 34 97 98 5314.18 36 127 126
5312.46 1 38 100 101 5314.19 32 37 36
5312.51 1 36 57 58 5314.21 32 40 41

5312.51 1 37 79 78 5314.25 35 116 117
5312.52 33 74 75 5314.32 1 38 102 103
5312.64 32 32 31 5314.37 33 74 73
5312.65 32 35 36 5314.41 1 37 84 85
5312.82 1 36 55 54 5314.42 1 36 58 57
5312.88 35 112 111 5314.46 33 77 78
5312.88 1 37 82 83 5314.53 32 38 37
5312.90 1 38 98 97 5314.54 32 41 42

5312.93 32 33 32 5314.64 1 36 61 62
5312.95 32 36 37 5314.66 1 35 1

5313.00 36 126 125 5314.66 1 35 1 2

5313.03 1 36 58 59 5314.66 1 35 2 3

5313.07 33 72 71 5314.68 1 35 3 4

5313.11 34 95 94 5314.68 36 130 131
5313.16 33 75 76 5314.69 1 35 1

5313.22 35 115 116 5314.70 1 35 4 5

5313.24 32 34 33 5314.72 1 35 2 1

5313.25 32 37 38 5314.73 1 35 5 4

5313.27 1 37 80 79 5314.76 1 35 3 2

5313.31 34 98 99 5314.77 1 35 5 6

5313.34 1 36 56 55 5314.77 1 38 100 99
5313.39 1 38 101 102 5314.81 1 35 4 3
5313.49 36 129 130 5314.81 1 37 82 81
5313.55 32 35 34 5314.83 1 35 7 8

5313.55 1 36 59 60 5314.84 34 97 96





TABLE IV—Continued
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A air (X) U n u 1 J" J' X air (X) u" o 1 J" J'

5314.87 32 39 38 5315.80 33 79 80
5314.87 1 35 5 4 5315.82 1 35 17 18
5314.88 1 36 8 9 5315.87 36 131 132

5314.89 32 42 43 5315.93 34 101 102
5314.93 1 35 6 5 5315.93 1 35 15 14

5314.95 35 114 113 5315.96 32 42 41

5314.95 1 35 9 10 5315.97 32 45 46
5314.97 1 36 59 58 5315.97 1 35 18 19

5315.01 1 35 7 6 5315.98 1 37 86 87
5315.03 33 75 74 5316.00 35 115 114
5315.03 1 35 10 11 5316.08 1 35 16 15

5315.04 34 100 101 5316.10 1 36 61 60
5315.09 1 35 8 7 5316.13 1 35 19 20
5315.12 33 78 79 5316.22 1 38 104 105
5315.12 1 35 11 12 5316.25 1 35 17 16

5315.18 1 35 9 8 5316.30 1 35 20 21
5315.19 1 36 62 63 5316.33 1 36 64 65
5315.19 1 37 85 86 5316.34 32 43 42
5315.21 1 35 12 13 5316.35 32 46 47
5315.23 32 40 39 5316.35 35 118 119
5313.24 32 43 44 5316.38 33 77 76
5315.27 1 38 103 104 5316.39 1 37 84 83
5315.28 1 35 10 9 5316.42 1 35 18 17

5315.29 35 117 118 5316.48 33 80 81

5315.32 1 35 13 14 5316.48 1 35 21 22
5315.37 36 128 127 5316.57 36 129 128
5315.39 1 35 11 10 5316.60 1 35 19 18
5315.43 1 35 14 15 5316.61 34 99 98
5315.51 1 35 12 11 5316.66 1 35 22 23
5315.53 1 36 60 59 5316.68 1 36 62 61

5315.55 1 35 15 16 5316.68 1 38 102 101

5315.59 32 41 40 5316.72 32 44 43
5315.59 1 37 83 82 5316.74 32 47 48
5315.60 32 44 45 5316.78 1 37 87 88
5315.64 1 35 13 12 5316.79 1 35 20 19

5315.68 1 35 16 17 5316.82 34 102 103
5315.70 33 76 75 5316.85 1 35 23 24
5315.72 34 98 97 5316.91 1 36 65 66
5315.72 1 38 101 100 5316.99 1 35 21 20
5315.76 1 36 63 64 5317.06 35 116 115
5315.78 1 35 14 13 5317.06 1 35 24 25





TABLE IV—Continued
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X air (X) u" u 1 J" J' A air (&) u M
u' J

M
J'

5317.07 33 78 77 5318.47 1 35 30 31

5317.08 36 132 133 5318.47 1 36 65 64
5317.12 32 45 44 5318.48 33 80 79
5317.14 32 48 49 5318.48 35 120 121
5317.17 33 81 82 5318.58 33 83 84
5317.19 1 37 85 84 5318.62 1 38 104 103
5317.19 1 38 105 106 5318.63 34 104 105
5317.20 1 35 22 21 5318.65 1 35 28 27
5317.27 1 35 25 26 5318.72 1 36 68 69
5317.27 1 36 63 62 5318.73 1 35 31 32
5317.41 35 119 120 5318.79 32 49 48
5317.42 1 35 23 22 5318.81 32 52 53
5317.49 1 35 26 27 5318.83 1 37 87 86
5317.50 1 36 66 67 5318.92 1 36 29 28
5317.51 34 100 99 5319.00 36 131 130
5317.52 32 46 45 5319.01 1 35 32 33
5317.54 32 49 50 5319.09 1 36 66 65
5317.59 1 37 88 89 5319.14 1 38 107 108
5317.65 1 35 24 23 5319.20 33 81 80
5317.65 1 38 103 102 5319.20 1 35 30 29
5317.72 34 103 104 5319.21 35 118 117
5317.72 1 35 27 28 5319.23 32 50 49
5317.77 33 79 78 5319.24 1 37 90 91
5317.78 36 130 129 5319.25 32 53 54
5317.86 1 36 64 63 5319.29 1 35 33 34
5317.87 33 82 83 5319.30 33 84 85
5317.89 1 35 25 24 5319.33 34 102 101
5317.94 32 47 46 5319.34 1 36 69 70
5317.96 32 50 51 5319.49 1 35 31 30
5317.96 1 35 28 29 5319.51 36 134 135
5318.01 1 37 86 85 5319.54 34 105 106
5318.10 1 36 67 68 5319.57 35 121 122
5318.13 35 117 116 5319.58 1 35 34 35
5318.13 1 35 26 25 5319.61 1 38 105 104
5318.16 1 38 106 107 5319.67 1 37 88 87
5318.21 1 35 28 30 5319.68 32 51 50
5318.29 36 133 134 5319.69 32 54 55
5318.36 32 48 47 5319.71 1 36 67 66
5318.38 32 51 52 5319.79 1 35 32 31
5318.39 1 35 27 26 5319.89 1 35 35 36
5318.41 34 101 100 5319.92 33 82 81
5318.41 1 37 89 90 5319.96 1 36 70 71





TABLE V

CALCULATED ABSORPTION LINE IN IODINE VAPOR,

6930& TO 6950R
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\h* * u
M

U' J" J' A . (X) u" u* J" J'
air air

6930.47 7 2 104 105 6932.63 8 3 16 17

6930.65 7 2 97 96 6932.64 8 3 9 8

6039.70 8 4 116 115 6932.73 8 3 17 18
6930.72 8 4 123 124 6932.75 8 3 10 9

6931.24 7 2 105 106 6932.81 7 2 107 108
6931.42 7 2 98 97 6932.84 8 3 18 19

6931.63 8 4 117 116 6932.86 8 3 11 10

6931.66 8 4 124 125 6932.96 8 3 19 20
6931.99 8 3 2 3 6932.98 8 3 12 11

6931.99 8 3 3 4 6932.99 7 2 100 99
6931.99 8 3 4 5 6933.08 8 3 20 21

6932.00 8 3 5 6 6933.10 8 3 13 12

6932.01 8 3 1 2 6933.22 8 3 21 22
6932.02 7 2 106 107 6933.24 8 3 14 13
6932.02 8 3 6 7 6933.36 8 3 22 23
6032.03 8 3 1 6933.38 8 3 15 14

6932.05 8 3 7 8 6933.51 8 3 23 24
6932.08 8 3 8 9 6933.53 8 3 16 15

6932.09 8 3 1 6933.54 8 4 119 118
6932.12 8 3 9 10 6933.56 8 4 126 127
6932.13 8 3 2 1 6933.60 7 2 108 109
6932.17 8 3 10 11 6933.66 8 3 24 25
6932.18 8 3 3 2 6933.69 8 3 17 16
6932.20 7 2 99 98 6933.78 7 2 101 100
6932.23 8 3 11 12 6933.83 8 3 25 26
6932.24 8 3 4 3 6933.85 8 3 18 17

6932.29 8 3 12 13 6934.00 8 3 26 27
6932.30 8 3 5 4 6934.02 8 3 19 18
6932.37 8 3 13 14 6934.18 8 3 27 28
6932.38 8 3 6 5 6934.20 8 3 20 19
6932.44 8 3 14 15 6934.36 8 3 28 29
6932.46 8 3 7 6 6934.39 8 3 21 20
6932.53 8 3 15 16 6934.40 7 2 109 110
6932.55 8 3 8 7 6934.50 8 4 120 119
6932.58 8 4 118 117 6934.53 8 4 127 128
6932.61 8 4 125 126 6934.56 8 3 29 30





TABLE V - Continued
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Kir- * u" u' J" J' X . v" u» J" J'
air air

6934.59 7 2 102 101 6937.83 8 3 35 34

6934.59 8 3 22 21 6937.88 7 2 106 105

6934.76 8 3 30 31 6938.08 8 3 43 44

6934.79 8 3 23 22 6938.13 8 3 36 35

6934.97 8 3 31 32 6938.39 8 3 44 45

6935.00 8 3 24 23 6938.43 8 4 124 123
6935.19 8 3 32 33 6938.44 8 3 37 36

6935.21 7 2 110 111 6938.46 8 4 131 132
6935.22 8 3 25 24 6938.53 7 2 114 115

6935.40 7 2 103 102 6938.71 8 3 45 46

6935.41 8 3 33 34 6938.72 7 2 107 106

6935.45 8 3 26 25 6938.76 8 3 38 37

6935.47 8 4 121 120 6939.03 8 3 46 47

6935.50 8 4 128 129 6939.08 8 3 39 38
6935.64 8 3 34 35 6939.36 8 3 47 48
6935.68 8 3 27 26 6939.38 7 2 115 116

6935.88 8 3 35 36 6939.42 8 3 40 39

6935.92 8 3 28 27 6939.43 8 4 125 124

6936.03 7 2 111 112 6939.46 8 4 132 133

6936.13 8 3 36 37 6939.57 7 2 108 107

6936.17 8 3 29 28 6939.70 8 3 48 49

6936.22 7 2 104 103 6939.76 8 3 41 40

6936.39 8 3 37 38 6940.05 8 3 49 50

6936.43 8 3 30 29 6040.11 8 3 42 41

6936.45 8 4 122 121 6940.23 7 2 116 117

6936.48 8 4 129 130 6940.41 8 3 50 51

6936.65 8 3 38 39 6940.43 7 2 109 108
6936.69 8 3 31 30 6940.45 8 4 126 125

6936.85 7 2 112 113 6940.46 8 3 43 42

6936.92 8 3 39 40 6940.48 8 4 133 134

6936.96 8 3 32 31 6940.77 8 3 51 52

6937.04 7 2 105 104 6940.83 8 3 44 43
6937.20 8 3 40 41 6941.10 7 2 117 118
6937.24 8 3 33 32 6941.14 8 3 52 53
6937.44 8 4 123 122 6941.20 8 3 45 44
6937.46 8 4 130 131 6941.29 7 2 110 109

6937.49 8 3 41 40 6941.47 8 4 127 126

6937.53 8 3 34 33 6941.49 8 4 134 135

6937.69 7 2 113 114 6941.52 8 3 53 54
6937.78 8 3 42 43 6941.58 8 3 46 45





TABLE V - Continued
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x , (X) U" u' J" J' X . (X) u" 0' J" J'
air air

6941.91 8 3 54 55 6945.73 8 3 63 64
6941.97 7 2 118 119 6945.74 7 2 115 114
6941.97 8 3 47 46 6945.80 8 3 56 55
6942.17 7 2 111 110 6946.19 8 3 64 65
6942.30 8 3 55 56 6946.26 8 3 57 56
6942.36 8 3 48 47 6946.45 7 2 123 124
6942.49 8 4 128 127 6946.65 7 2 116 115
6942.52 8 4 135 136 6946.66 8 3 65 66
6942.70 8 3 56 57 6946.68 8 4 132 131
6942.76 8 3 49 48 6946.72 8 4 139 140
6942.85 7 2 119 120 6946.74 8 3 58 57
6943.05 7 2 112 111 6947.14 8 3 66 67
6943.11 8 3 57 58 6947.22 8 3 59 58
6943.17 8 3 50 49 6947.36 7 2 124 125
6943.53 8 3 58 59 6947.57 7 2 117 116
6943.53 8 4 129 128 6947.63 8 3 67 68
6943.56 8 4 136 137 6947.70 8 3 60 59
6943.59 8 3 51 50 6947.75 8 4 133 132
6943.74 7 2 120 121 6947.78 8 4 140 141
6943.94 7 2 113 112 6948.12 8 3 68 69
6943.95 8 3 59 60 6948.20 8 3 61 60
6944.02 8 3 52 51 6948.29 7 2 125 126
6944.39 8 3 60 61 6948.50 7 2 118 117
6944.45 8 3 53 52 6948.63 8 3 69 70
6944.57 8 4 130 129 6948.70 8 3 62 61
6944.60 8 4 137 138 6948.83 8 4 134 133
6944.63 7 2 121 122 6948.86 8 4 141 142
6944.83 8 3 61 62 6949.14 8 3 70 71
6944.84 7 2 114 113 6949.21 8 3 63 62
6944.89 8 3 54 53 6949.23 7 2 126 127
6945.27 8 3 62 63 6949.44 7 2 119 118
6945.34 8 3 55 54 6949.65 8 3 71 72
6945.53 7 2 122 123 6949.73 8 3 64 63
6945.62 8 4 131 130 6949.91 8 4 135 134
6945.65 8 4 138 139 6949.95 8 4 142 143





TABLE VI

MEASURED ABSORPTION LINES IN IODINE VAPOR,

5300& TO 5320A
1
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X . (X)
air

x . (£)
air

x
,

(X)
air

x . Aair

5300.03
5300.13
5300.19
5300.29
5300.48
5300.55
5300.62
5301.00
5301.05
5301.21
5301.33
5301.43
5301.51
5301.72
5301.88
5301.93
5302.27
5302.34
5302.44
5302.66
5302.81
5302.89
5303.19
5303.30
5303.40
5303.77
5303.87
5303.95
5304.15
5304.29
5304.37
5304.49
5304.62
5304.71
5304.79
5304.88

5305.10
5305.31
5305.39
5305.58
5305.83
5305.92
5306.00
5306.07
5306.37
5306.47
5306.63
5306.91
5307.03
5307.28
5307.45
5307.55
5307.62
5307.83
5307.93
5308.04
5308.07
5308.10
5308.21
5308.30
5308.40
5308.48
5308.58
5308.67
5308.77
5308.89
5308.94
5309.02
5309.15
5309.28
5309.46
5309.71

5309.76
5309.86
5309.93
5310.05
5310.11
5310.30
5310.46
5310.51
5310.63
5310.71
5310.77
5310.94
5311.07
5311.15
5311.38
5311.56
5311.64
5311.81
5311.88
5311.96
5312.13
5312.30
5312.41
5312.68
5312.82
5312.96
5313.08
5313.26
5313.46
5313.57
5313.68
5313.88
5314.11
5314.20
5314.29
5314.41

5314.53
5314.77
5314.86
5315.20
5315.43
5315.56
5315.71
5315.84
5315.92
5316.10
5316.30
5316.61
5316.66
5316.80
5316.93
5317.06
5317.23
5317.46
5317.64
5317.87
5317.99
5318.14
5318.20
5318.27
5318.35
5318.44
5318.49
5318.60
5318.71
5318.92
5319.07
5319.13
5319.37
5319.59
5319.65
5319.78
5319.99





TABLE VII

MEASURED ABSORPTION LINES IN IODINE VAPOR,

6930^ TO 6950^
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*air <*> A . (X)
air

x . (X)
air

6930.25

6931.13

6932.01

6932.63

6933.40

6933.96

6934.93

6935.87

6936.22

6936.65

6936.89

6937.13

6937.42

6937.69

6937.94

6938.28

6938.57

6938.89

6939.20

6939.53

6939.88

6940.18

6940.55

6940.90

6941.30

6941.67

6942.02

6942.86

6943.23

6943.58

6944.03

6944.46

6944.91

6945.33

6945.79

6946.71

6947.15

6947.65

6948.12

6949.14

6949.67
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The second part of the iodine experiment involved spectro-

scopic studies of absorption of intense laser light near 5310a.

This radiation was obtained by frequency doubling of the Nd-glass

laser output at 1.06y. The experimental arrangement is described

in Chapter VI of this paper. Figure 13 contains two typical expo-

sures. The absorption spectrum of iodine is at the bottom of each

exposure, the spectrum of the laser at the top of each exposure,

and in the center of each exposure is the laser spectrum after it

passed through the iodine.

The output light from the Nd-glass laser system is rated at

70 megawatts, but only 10 per cent is converted by frequency doub-

ling to the 5310A region. The 7 megawatts of converted light is

distributed over 100 evenly spaced lines in a 20A interval. As-

suming an even distribution of energy, this gives 70 kilowatts in

each line. Assuming also that complete absorption takes place on

a line . 05A wide, the power absorbed is 35 kilowatts. At 50 C

over 90 per cent of the energy of the laser beam was absorbed by

the iodine. With focusing lenses, power densities up to 0.1

MC/cm line were obtained. No indications of stimulated fluores-

cence, stimulated Raman or stimulated Rayleigh scattering were

detected.

Uneven distribution of power over the laser output lines

caused an occasional anomalous, very intense line. This line could

not be controlled so as to place it directly in coincidence with an

absorption line of iodine. Accidental coincidence was never observed.
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Coincidence of the lines would have raised the power density at the

iodine line by one to two orders of magnitude. It is of interest to

note, however, that some of the laser lines are split by absorption

lines of iodine.

The third part of the iodine experiment consisted of a measure-

ment of absorption by ruby laser light at 6943A. The results are

shown in Figure 13. The spectrum of the laser output after it has

passed through iodine is superimposed on the iodine absorption spec-

trum. No indications of interactions other than absorption were de-

tected. Over 90 per cent of the laser energy was absorbed by the io-

o 9dine vapor at 100 C. Power densities up to 100 MW/cm were used.

B. Neodymium-Doped Glass

Stimulated emission of radiation at 1.06y was obtained from neo-

dymium-doped glass when it was optically pumped by ruby laser light

that had been Raman shifted by passage through benzene. A typical

output pulse is shown in Figure 14. The output pulse is less than

10 nanoseconds long. The rise time of the photomultiplier system

prevented accurate measurements of pulses less than 10 nanoseconds

long.

The stimulated emission was obtained with mirror L-3 (see Fi-

gure 11) in position "A" of the system shown in Figure 12. No mir-

ror was used in position "B".

The system was near threshold when the ruby laser output
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3^-th order
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Figure 13. Spectra near 53IO £ and 69^3 R of Laser Absorption

in Iodine Vapor.
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FLUORESCENCE
0.1 milliseconds/division

STIMULATED EMISSION
100 nanoseconds/division

Figure Ik. Oscilloscope Traces of Fluorescence and of Stimulated

Emission from Neodymium-Doped Glass at 1.06 microns.
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was at 40 megawatts. Consistant operation, therefore, was not

possible. At slightly lower power levels, however, it was pos-

sible to measure the fluorescence of the neodymium-doped glass

at 1.06y. Figure 14 contains an oscilloscope trace of this

fluorescence. The fluorescence did not decay at an exact expo-

nential rate. The half life of the fluorescence was initially

1 x 10 seconds, but it soon increased to 2 x 10 seconds. The

discrepancy is probably due to the detection system rather than

some unusual phenomenon.

It was not possible to record the stimulated emission using

the low dispersion spectrograph and type I-Z plates due to the low

sensitivity of the emulsion and the relatively low intensity of the

radiation. The pulse power, as measured by the oscilloscope, was a

factor of ten lower than that of the broad-band emission from ben-

zene, which will be discussed next.

C. Benzene

Stimulated emission of light from benzene was observed in a

broad spectral region from 9100A* to 10,900a\ Observations were

made using the arrangement shown in Figure 12 with the exception

that no focusing lens and no mirrors were in the system. When de-

tection was made by spectrograph, the neodymium-doped glass rod

was also removed and the light which passed through the optical
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attenuator was focused on the slit of the spectrograph. No dif-

ference in the output was discernible when the CoCl optical at-

tenuator was replaced with a CoBr optical attenuator. Figure 15
2

contains a spectrum of the observed emission as recorded on type

I-Z plates using the low dispersion spectrograph. A mercury spec-

trum is superimposed as a reference.

The output consisted of a short pulse of 10 nanoseconds or

less duration, as measured by the Tektronix 519 oscilloscope and

the RCA 7102 photomultiplier. An example of the pulse trace from

the Tektronix 519 is shown in Figure 16. The photomultiplier and

monochromator were used to establish spectral limits of the emission

because it was more sensitive than the type I-Z film for detection

purposes.

The power in the stimulated emission was estimated by comparing

the pulse height from radiation at 6943A after it had passed through

the system with the pulse height of the radiation at 1.04y. Correc-

tions were applied for the optical attenuators and spectral sensi-

tivity of the photomultiplier. When the laser output was 40 mega-

watts, the stimulated pulse was estimated to be about 500 kilowatts

peak power.

The threshold for this emission was measured to be about 25 ±

10 MW/cm . The threshold varied greatly, and it tended to increase

after the laser was fired through the benzene several times.

The production of this broad-band stimulated emission has not
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10 nanoseconds/division

Figure 16. Oscilloscope Trace of Stimulated Emission from Benzene

at 1.03 microns.
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previously been reported, and none of the present theories clearly

explain its existence. Although the primary purpose of this paper

is to report experimental results, some possible explanations of

the broad-band emission are offered below.

40
Lallemand reported broadening of the stimulated Raman lines

to as much as 75A in width. If this broadening were magnified by

scattering in higher orders, and the correct combinations of higher

order Stokes lines were used, it is conceivable that the result

could appear to be a continuous spectrum.

Using the frequencies of the strong Raman lines given by Angus,

41
Ingold, and Leckie, the numbered arrows in Figure 15 were placed

-l
as follows: 1 is the fourth order shift for the 991 cm line; 2

-l
is the first order shift of the 991 cm line in combination with

the first order shift of the 3061 cm line; 3 is the fifth order

shift of the 991 cm line; and 4 is the first order shift of the

3061 cm line.

The numbered arrows 1, 2, and 3 clearly correspond to lines in

the spectrum which stand out from the background of continuous emis-

sion. They appear to be separate from the background instead of the

cause of the background.

Another possible explanation may be that the continuous scat-

42 43
tering observed by Raman, and commented on by Vankateswaram,

may be participating as a stimulated process. Regardless of whether

these explanations are correct or not, the presence of this very

broad band of stimulated emission is a new and interesting occur-

rence.
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